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O
rganic material-based electronic
devices have recently taken signif-
icant attention for their various

advantages, including low manufacturing
cost, large area processing capabilities, flex-
ibility, and printing processes.1�3 Especially,
organic resistive memory devices, in which
active polymer materials possess at least
two stable resistance states, have been ex-
tensively studied for their promising poten-
tial for use in storage media.4�6 Many
studies on organic memory have focused
on scientific and technical issues of the
materials, device structures, switching mech-
anisms, and performance enhancement.5�9

However, because of the strongly disor-
dered polymer structures, a consensus on

the mechanisms of organic resistive mem-
ory has not been achieved.
In particular, the charge conduction in

organic memory materials is greatly influ-
enced by the traps that are present in the
bulk of the organic memory material or at
the interface near the electrodes. In addi-
tion, bistable switching can occur from the
accumulation of trapped charges, which
affect the injection of charges into the
organic material and often produce a nega-
tive differential resistance (NDR) region in
the current�voltage characteristics.8,10,11

The NDR has been frequently observed in
unipolar-type resistive memory from vari-
ous nanocomposite systems, in which inor-
ganic or organic nanosized particles are
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ABSTRACT

We studied noise characteristics of a nanocomposite of polyimide (PI) and phenyl-C61-butyric acid methyl ester (PCBM) (denoted as PI:PCBM), a composite

for the organic nonvolatile resistive memory material. The current fluctuations were investigated over a bias range that covers various intermediate

resistive states and negative differential resistance (NDR) in organic nanocomposite unipolar resistive memory devices. From the analysis of the 1/fγ type

noises, scaling behavior between the relative noise power spectral density~S and resistance Rwas observed, indicating a percolating behavior. Considering a

linear rate equation of the charge trapping�detrapping at traps, the percolation behavior and NDR could be understood by the modulation of the

conductive phase fraction j with an external bias. This study can enhance the understanding of the NDR phenomena in organic nanocomposite unipolar

resistive memory devices in terms of the current path formation and the memory switching.
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embedded in an insulating matrix.8,11�13 Some groups
explained the NDR phenomenon as the formation and
rupture of conducting filaments in organic or inorganic
oxide materials under an applied bias.14,15 Other
groups explained the NDR phenomenon as trapping
or detrapping of charges at trap.8,13 However, the
switching mechanism for the organic nanocomposite
system is still under debate, and few studies have
focused on and elaborated the NDR and its deriv-
ative intermediate resistive states.
The existing low-frequency noise (LFN) studies pro-

vided deep insights into the inherent charge transport
mechanisms of various disordered systems, e.g., organic
semiconductor,16metal�molecule�metal junction,17,18

inorganic filamentary memory,14 and granular sys-
tems.19 With an external electric field, the noise data
could provide information regarding charge trapping�
detrapping phenomena and the percolating behavior
of the conduction pathways through the media with
randomly distributed trap sites. In this study, we inves-
tigated the LFN characteristics of a composite of poly-
imide (PI) and phenyl-C61-butyric acid methyl ester
(PCBM), focusing on theNDR and themultilevel resistive
states. The current noise was investigated in both time
and frequency domains. We observed that the current
noise power spectral density exhibited 1/fγ noise char-
acteristics, where γ is ∼1 at low bias and ∼1.5 for high
bias in the NDR region. In addition, the 1/f noise at low
bias increasedwith apower-lawscaling as the resistance
of the nanocomposite increased, indicating a percolat-
ing behavior. We related the conductive phase fraction
represented by the ratio of the charge-occupied trap
density to the total trap density with the applied bias
regarding the charge trapping�detrapping in the NDR

region. The percolating behavior and NDR in the nano-
composite memory devices were explained as the
modulation of the conductive phase fraction with ap-
plied field in the NDR.

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

A nanocomposite organic material of PI:PCBM
(Figure 1a) was used as an active material in the
resistive memory device structure. In PI:PCBM nano-
composites, PCBM clusters as electron acceptors are
wrapped by a PI insulating matrix. PI:PCBM has been
demonstrated to be a promising candidate for the
organic nonvolatile resistive memory material due to
its stable electrical bistability.20�22 With a two-terminal
device configuration, a PI:PCBM nanocomposite was
found to exhibit unipolar switching behavior with a
change of resistance, in which the same voltage polar-
ity is used to write and erase the memory states.20�22

Figure 1b displays the typical current�voltage (I�V)
characteristics of a PI:PCBMmemory device on a semi-
logarithmic current scale. The inset plot in Figure 1b
shows the same I�V data on a linear current scale.
Initially, the PI:PCBM is in a high-resistance state
(HRS, >1 MΩ). When the applied bias is swept from
0 to 5 V, the PI:PCBM underwent resistive switching, in
which the HRS became the low-resistance state (LRS,
<10 kΩ). When we swept the bias back to 0 V, the LRS
was maintained, exhibiting a high current level. The
LRS exhibited Poole�Frenkel conduction behavior
(see Figure S1 in the Supporting Information), not an
ohmic conduction that has been frequently reported for
filamentary conductive resistive memories. The Poole�
Frenkel conduction indicates that charge conduction
between trap states in the PI:PCBM layer is the main

Figure 1. (a) Molecular structures of PI and PCBM. (b) Bistable I�V characteristics of a PI:PCBM device plotted on a
semilogarithmic scale and on a linear scale (inset). (c) Relative power spectrum current noise of LRS, HRS, and NDR. (d) The
value of the γ as a function of applied voltage bias in the LRS, HRS, and NDR.
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conduction mechanism.23 While sweeping the bias
from 0 to 12 V, the NDR was observed from approxi-
mately 4 V with unstable and noisy current behavior.
When applying a bias over 10 V, the PI:PCBM switched
back to theHRS. It is widely accepted that, in the case of
nanocomposite organic nonvolatile resistive memory
devices, trapping�detrapping of charge carriers oc-
curs at the nanoclusters embedded in the organic
insulating matrix.7,24,25

Figure 1c shows the relative current noise power
spectral density (~S = SI/I

2) of the LRS, HRS, and NDR
measured for a PI:PCBM memory device. The noise
characteristics of the HRS and the LRS were measured
at a read voltage of 0.5 V, and those for the NDR were
measured at 10 V. Clear 1/f noise characteristics were
observed in both the HRS and LRS in the frequency
range between 10 and 104 Hz, with the noise level of
the HRS being 2�3 orders of magnitude higher than
that of the LRS. The roll-off behavior at f > 104 Hz is
attributed to inevitable capacitive coupling.16 Unlike
the LRS and the HRS, in the NDR region, 1/f 1.5 noise
characteristics were observed. This result suggests that
the main noise source in the NDR region is different
from that of the HRS or LRS. Figure 1d summarizes the
exponent γ of the 1/fγ signal characteristics for the LRS,
HRS, and NDR cases, measured from 0.5 to 10 V. In the
HRS, the memory device exhibited 1/f noise consis-
tently by showing an exponent of 0.9 < γ < 1 until the
device was switched to the LRS. In the LRS, the device
showed 1/f noise behavior when the applied bias was
less than 1 V. When the applied bias was over 1 V, the
exponent γ gradually increased, and it remained in the
range of 1.4 < γ < 1.6 when the bias was greater than
4 V. The increase of the exponent from the LRS to
the NDR can be attributed to the onset of trap-
ping�detrapping of charges in deep trap levels.26,27

We will further discuss this trapping�detrapping be-
havior later.
Various resistive memory devices based on oxide

insulators or nanocomposites, including PI:PCBM, of-
ten exhibit intermediate-resistance states (IRSs).11,14,20

Usually, IRSs can be approached by setting a compli-
ance current or modulating the voltage at which the
device is switched off. The PI:PCBMhas IRSs of the latter

case, which means that modification of the voltage
sweep end (Vend) in the NDR region causes the device
to enter into various current states. In this regard, the
HRS and the LRS can be understood as the highest and
the lowest resistance states among the IRSs, respec-
tively. In Figure 2a, the representative I�V character-
istics of a PI:PCBM memory device exhibiting IRSs are
presented. Starting from the LRS, the applied bias
sweep was repeatedly performed by changing the
value of Vend of each sweep. The value of Vend is located
in the middle of the NDR region, and the larger the
value of Vend, the lower the current level becomes. Each
IRS was stable, as an IRS could maintain its resistivity
under the read voltage of 0.5 V during the noise
measurements.
The existence of IRSs leads us to the noise character-

ization of the IRSs regarding each state as a current
distribution through the resistance network of a per-
colation system.14 In the PI:PCBM nanocomposite sys-
tem, the trap sites can be considered to be elementary
bonds or sites in percolation theory. In percolation
theory, it is known that the relationship between the
relative current noise power spectral density ~S and
resistance R exhibits a scaling behavior in the condition
when the conductive phase fraction j (the physical
meaning of this parameter is the portion of the con-
ducting sites in themedia) is larger than a critical phase
fraction jc and this relationship can be written as28

~S ¼ SI(f )=I
2 ¼ SR(f )=R

2 � Rω (at j > jc) (1)

Here, the meaning of jc is that the memory system
becomes from insulating to conductive state by form-
ing a conductive percolating network at jc.

28 Also it is
well-known that inhomogeneous current distribution
in percolation system induces higher ~S.14,28 As a PI:
PCBM device can reach intermediate resistive states,
we could obtain ~S and R for a number of resistance
values in IRSs. In addition, these IRSs exhibit 1/f noise at
0.5 V, as in the cases of the LRS and the HRS. In
Figure 2b, the power law relationship between ~S and R

of IRSs is shown. Each resistance state is obtained by
modification of the value of Vend in the NDR region.
Because the resistance fluctuation in the NDR is large,
even for the same Vend, slightly different resistance

Figure 2. (a) I�V characteristics of PI:PCBM exhibiting IRSs. (b) Power-law relationship between the relative current noise
power spectral density ~S and the resistance R of the IRSs, with f = 101.4 Hz and 0.5 V.
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states could be approached. However, the tendency
that higher Vend leads to a higher resistive state was
maintained. We found that the magnitude of ~S versus

the resistance of the IRSs exhibited a power law
behavior as ω = 0.95 in eq 1, which was consistently
observed with the other PI:PCBM memory device
studied (see Figure S3 in the Supporting Information).
A similar scaling behavior has been observed in various
composite systems. For example, values of ω equal to
1.16, 1, and 0.77 were reported for composite systems
of PANI:PMMA,29 AgPt:tetrafluoroethylene,30 and car-
bon black:polymer,31 respectively, in which the scaling
behavior was confirmed by varying the ratio of the
conducting particles to the embedding insulating
matrix. Note that a scaling behavior but with a different
power exponent of ω = 1.8 has been reported for a
filamentary-type switching NiO resistive memory char-
acterized at room temperature.14

The current fluctuations in the time domain were
measured. In Figure 3a, current traces were recorded
over 0.2 s at room temperature with applied biases in
sequence and each data point was acquired with a
time interval of 2 μs. The corresponding histograms of
the current traces are plotted in Figure 3b. Figure 3c
shows the schematics explaining the behaviors of the
time-dependent current fluctuation at each bias con-
dition. First, we biased a PI:PCBMdevice in the LRSwith
0.5 V. The device exhibited a simple Gaussian distribu-
tion of time-dependent current fluctuation. The dis-
tribution of current values has a single peak at the

average current value (top figure in Figure 3b). How-
ever, when we biased the device in the NDRwith 5 and
9 V, the device exhibited abrupt alterations of current
values. At 5 V bias in the NDR, at least five peaks were
observed in the current histogram; in comparison, two
distinct peaks were observed in the current histogram
for the case of 9 V bias in theNDR (middle two figures in
Figure 3b). After the 9 V bias in the NDR, we applied
0.5 V to cause the PI:PCBM to change to the HRS. The
device in theHRS also exhibited a Gaussian distribution
of current values (bottom figure in Figure 3b) as is the
case in the LRS, but the relative standard deviation
(RSD, which is given as σ/μ� 100%, where μ and σ are
the average and standard deviation of current level,
respectively) value for the HRS (8.88%) was larger than
that (0.15%) for the LRS by approximately 2 orders of
magnitude. Because RSD can represent the relative
noise amplitude, the HRS shows more noisy behavior
than LRS does. The alteration of current traces appears
as random telegraph noise (RTN), which is generally
explained by trapping and detrapping of charge car-
riers in the deep trap states.18,32 Thus, we suggest that
the current fluctuation in the NDR is related to the
removal of the current pathways via the detrapping
process of deeply trapped charges (Figure 3c). In
our discussion, a charge can pass along the charge-
occupied traps, while an electron cannot easily pass
the unoccupied traps (see Figure S4 in the Supporting
Information). In the LRS, most of the deep trap states
are occupied, so most of the conduction process

Figure 3. (a) The time trace of currents and (b) the corresponding current histograms for a sequence of applying biases of 0.5,
5, 9, and 0.5 V. (c) Schematics explaining the behaviors of each time-dependent current fluctuation. Gray, red, and pink circles
represent the unoccupied traps, occupied traps, and unstable traps in which charge trapping�detrapping occur repeatedly,
respectively. The red lines represent the current paths formed between occupied traps. The dashed red lines represent the
fluctuating current paths due to unstable traps.
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(trapping�detrapping) occurs at shallow trap levels.
These trapping�detrapping processes are faster
(compared to the ones occurring at the deeper traps)
and shallow traps are more uniformly distributed over
the material. Therefore, current paths are more numer-
ous and homogeneously distributed, inducing low
noise at low bias (top figure in Figure 3c). At higher
bias in NDR regime, deeper traps are involved in the
conduction process. More deeply trapped charges
become unstable and can become detrapped due to
the bias-induced lowered trap depth, and the number
of current pathways decreases. Thus, the trapping
process can occur in the unoccupied trap states, and
the trapping�detrapping processes repeat, leading to
the fluctuation of number of current pathways (middle
two figures in Figure 3c). Deep traps are characterized
by longer relaxation times (they are so-called long-
lived traps), therefore the noise signal resembles
the RTN. With the noise gain due to the fluctuation
of number of current pathways, ~S increases, showing
1/f1.5 noise behaviors related with RTN-like behavior in
NDR regime.When the PI:PCBM is in theHRS by turning
off the applied bias, the remaining trapped charges are
localized, and the trapping�detrapping process is
reduced. At the same time, the current pathways are
reduced and their distribution is inhomogeneous,
which results in higher RSD in HRS than in LRS
(bottom figure in Figure 3c).
We also measured the magnitude of ~S along the

applied bias. In Figure 4, a nonmonotonic behavior
between ~S and applied bias is presented. In the low
bias range (0�4 V) in which 1/f noise appears, ~S is
almost independent of the applied bias, according to
Hooge's empirical relation.28 On the other hand, in the
high bias range (>4 V) in which the NDR begins and
1/f1.5 noise appears, a noise peak at ∼6 V is observed.
This nonmonotonic relationship between ~S and bias is
often explained by the charge trapping�detrapping
process at the trap states.16,18,33

The scaling behavior between ~S and R caused by
tuning in the NDR can be explained by the detrapping
of charge carriers from deep trap sites due to high bias.
The PCBM clusters in the PI matrix,34 the energetic
disorder by randomly aligned PI polymers,35 and pene-
trated aluminum oxide11 can be attributed to the deep

trap formation. Simplifying the dynamics of charge
trapping and detrapping, we can express the rate
equation for charge trapping�detrapping as following
first-order kinetics, which can be written as36

dn�
dt

¼ Kc(n � n�) � Kt exp
�fEt � E(Vapp)g

kBT

� �
n� (2)

whereEt is the trapdepthmeasured fromthe conduction-
band edge at zero bias. The trap depth can be varied
with PCBM cluster size and local disorder of the PI
matrix. We assumed that Et has a continuous and finite
range, such as E1 < Et < E2 (here, E1 and E2 are
the lowest and highest energies of the trap depth,
respectively), while n* dEt and n dEt are the densities of
filled traps and all the trap sites, respectively, which
cover the energy range of (Et, Etþ dEt). The first term on
the right-hand side of eq 2 is the capture rate of the
charges to the unoccupied trap sites from the conduc-
tion band. For simplicity, the trapping coefficient (Kc) is
considered to be constant because the applied bias in
the NDR has a range far beyond the trapping voltage
(∼2.5 V). The second term on the right-hand side of
eq 2 is the detrapping rate of the electrons from the
occupied trap sites via thermal excitation. The detrap-
ping coefficient is exponentially dependent on Et �
E(Vapp), which is the effective energy depth of the deep
traps with applied bias (Vapp). Because a higher value of
Vapp will lower the effective energy depth of traps,
E(Vapp) is regarded as a monotonically increasing func-
tion with Vapp. When we apply bias in the NDR region
for a sufficient time to reach a steady state, n* can be
expressed as n* = n/{1 þ (Kt/Kc) exp[(�Et þ E(Vapp))/
kBT]}, which is a decreasing function of increasing
applied bias. Here, we can consider the ratio of all the
filled traps to all the traps as the conductive phase
fraction j. Assuming that n dEt is uniform in the range
of E1< Et < E2, j can be written as

j ¼ N�
N

¼

Z E2

E1

n� dEt
Z E2

E1

n dEt

¼ kBT

E2 � E1
Log

eE2=kBT þ Kt
Kc
eE(Vapp)=kBT

eE1=kBT þ Kt
Kc
eE(Vapp)=kBT

2
664

3
775 (3)

Here, N* and N denote the total density of filled traps
and trap sites, respectively. In eq 3, j is a decreasing
function, with values in the range between 1 and 0,
with increasing Vapp. Additionally, the variance of
the total number of filled traps is known to be ΔN2 =
ntj(1 � j); thus, the ~S in the NDR region can be
expressed as ~S � j(1 � j)/f1.5.33 Consequently, when
the applied bias reaches a certain voltage where the
conductive phase fraction becomes about 1/2, ~S

reaches the maximum value. After determining the

Figure 4. Nonmonotonic behavior between ~S and the ap-
plied bias.
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functional form of E(Vapp) and the ratio between Kc and
Kt (see the Supporting Information), we fitted the
quadratic relation between ~S and j to the NDR region
(shaded color) in Figure 4. The fitted curvewell explains
the peak behavior, with values of E1 and E2 of 2.07 and
2.23 eV, respectively, from the fitted curve. This range
of trap energy levels is compatible with the trap energy
levels induced by impurities in organic polymers.37

CONCLUSION

In summary, we performed a systematic investiga-
tion into the 1/fγ noise data of PI:PCBM organic nano-
composite memory devices at various biases including

within the NDR region. Our data suggest that inter-
mediate resistance switching effects can be of perco-
lative origin, i.e., the modulation of the current
distribution via trapping�detrapping processes at
deep traps. Using a rate equation based on a charge
trapping�detrapping in deep traps, we explained how
the applied bias can modulate the conductive phase
fraction and lead to percolation behavior in the current
noise. This work provides insights into how the NDR
phenomena in organic nanocomposite system would
actually act on the current path formation and its role
in the switching mechanism in unipolar resistive mem-
ory devices.

METHODS
For the active nanocomposite organic memory material

(PI:PCBM), 2 mL of 3,4,30 ,40-biphenyltetracarboxylic dianhydride-
p-phenylenediamine (BPDA-PPD) solution (10 wt % in N-methyl-
2-pyrrolidone(NMP)) as PI precursor and 0.5 mL of PCBM solu-
tion (0.5 wt % in NMP) were mixed and then diluted with
11.3 mL of NMP to control the active layer thickness. First, a
SiO2 (270 nm thick)/Si substrate was prepared and cleaned
using acetone, 2-propanol, and deionized water for 10 min at
each step. The 30nm-thick Al bottomelectrode lineswith 100 μm
line width were fabricated using a shadow mask patterning. To
enhance the film uniformity, the Al bottom electrodes were
exposed to UV-ozone for 10 min.38 The prepared memory solu-
tion was spin coated onto the substrate, followed by soft-baking
onahot plate at 120 �C for 5min and thenhard-bakingon thehot
plate at 300 �C for 30 min in a N2-filled glovebox. Then, top
electrodes of a 30 nm-thick Au layerwere deposited on the active
memory layer. The PI:PCBM layer thickness was about 20 nm.
The I�V characteristics of the devices were measured with a

semiconductor parameter analyzer (Keithley 4200 SCS) and a
probe station system (JANIS Model ST-500). For noise measure-
ment,weused a spectrumanalyzer (StanfordResearchSR780) and
ground-isolated 16-bit analog-digital converter (ADC) to measure
low-frequency noise (LFN) on frequency and time domain, re-
spectively. A battery-powered low-noise current amplifier (Ithaco
1211) was used for LFN measurements. A 16-bit digital-analog
converter (DAC) was used to apply bias. A digital multimeter
(Agilent 34401A) was used to get average electric current coin-
ciding with the noise power spectral density measurement (see
Figure S6 in the Supporting Information). All the measurements
were performed in vacuum environment and room temperature.
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